
NEWS

LEAKED BISHOP’S MEMO
SPOTLIGHTS LD5 RITUAL
SATANIC SEXUAL ABUSE

THIS FALL, the Salt Lake City
Messenger published a twelve-
page confidential memo written
in July 1990 by Bishop Glenn L.
Pace, second counselor in the
Presiding Bishopric, on ritualistic
child abuse among Mormons.

The memo, written to a gen-
eral authority committee called
the Strengthening Church Mem-
bers Committee, summarizes
over fifty interviews Bishop Pace
had with females, males, and
children who said they were
abused in Utah, California,
Mexico, and other locations.

Some victims told Bishop
Pace that they were "baptized in
blood" to cancel their Mormon
baptism. Others were reportedly
stuffed into plastic bags and im-
mersed in water. Some said they
witnessed or participated in
human sacrifices.

The abusers reportedly in-
cluded parents, Church leaders,
temple workers, and members of
the Mormon Tabernacle Choirm
individuals the victims knew
well.

Some victims reported that
only when they went through the
temple and participated in its
rituals did they begin to have
"flashbacks" of the similar satanic
rituals they had experienced but
had blocked out for years.

The public revelations of
Bishop Pace’s memo sparked
strong discussion of ritual child
abuse. Generally, more counsel-
ors, social workers, and psy-
chotherapists~individuals who
have interviewed the victims---
believe that such abuse is wide-
spread than do law enforcement
officers and sociologists. Because
of the lack of objective evidence
to corroborate these experiences,
police and social scientists often

suspect hysteria and other psy-
chological defense mechanisms.

Neither Salt Lake City police
investigators nor Salt Lake
County Attorney’s Office pro-
secutors have seen any evidence
of ritualistic child abuse.

Brent Ward, U.S. attorney for
Utah, said that he interviewed
survivors of the alleged abuse,
but could find no evidence to
substantiate their claim that they
were ritually abused. "To cope
with the extreme brutality of cer-
tain experiences, such as sexual
abuse, the mind is capable of
severely distorting events," he
said. "I believe there are elements
of truth to their stories and there’s
a startling similarity in their ac-
counts, but a lack of evidence
causes me to doubt if heinous,
satanic acts occurred."

After the initial report, the
discussion of ritual satanic abuse
and its religious causes and con-
nections escalated in Utah’s
newspapers and among public
officials and opinion leaders.

In September, before the Pace
memo was broadly distributed,
the First Presidency issued a
statement cautioning members
"not to affiliate in any way with
the occult or those mysterious
powers it espouses. Such activi-
ties are among the works of dark-
ness spoken of in the scriptures."

The debate extended beyond
the Mormon community. Rev.
David Heikkila, pastor of Calvary
Chapel in Ogden, Utah, said that
he has counseled victims of sata-
nic rituals for ten years and noted
that these rituals affect all
religions. On the other hand, a
spokesperson for the Catholic
Diocese of Salt Lake City said no
one has ever complained to the
diocese’s office about ritual

abuse.
Utah Governor Norm Banger-

ter suggested that the state task
force on Women and Families,
which included the investigation
of child abuse, should disband,
but he also budgeted more
money for investigators to follow
up on complaints.

Some supporters of the task
force publicly speculated wheth-
er the governor had been pres-
sured by "influential people" in
the state who are satanists.

University of Utah professor
of psychology David Raskin said

he thought the state had become
a pawn for those who believe in
the existence of satanic ritual
abuse, even though no evidence
exists for it. He accused the task
force of reciting mass hysteria.

However, task force chair
Noemi Mattis, a private therapist
with a doctorate in psycholol~,
responded, "I know that it is
widespread .... All I can tell you
is that my phone has been filled
with people who are calling to
say they are survivors or ther-
apists who have patients who
are."                       ~

PECULIAR PEOPLE

PERCENT REPUBLICAN IN
VARIOUS RELIGIONS

THE NATIONAL Survey of Religious Identification (1989-9(!) iden-
tiffed Mormons as the most Republican among several major reli-
gious groups in America. Nearly half of adult Mormons i.dentify
themselves as Republican. Only Episcopalians and Presbyterians
even come close to the Mormons, and Jews, Baptists, and Catholics
are about half as likely to be Republican as are Mormons.

Percent Republican in Various Religions
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Source: National Survey of Religious Identification,
Graduate School, CUNY, March, 1991
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RESEARCH REQUEST

DAVID L. LAUGHLIN is researching "Mormons in Nineteenth-
Century Texas," including the Lyman Wight colony and all other
persons or places up to 1914. The Wight colony built their furniture,
tables, chairs, etc., from the lumber cut from their sawmill. He would
like to get pictures, or have access to take pictures, of any surviving
pieces. Contact: David L. Laughlin, Reference Librarian, Texas A 6~ I
University, Campus Box 197, Kingsville, TX 78363 (512/595-3319).
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FLYER ENERGIZES
B YU FEMINI5 T5

NOTICE
Due to the increase in violence against
women on BYU campus, a new curfew
has been instated. Beginning Wednes-
day, November 20, men will no longer
be allowed to walk alone or in all-male
groups from 10 p.m. until 6 a.m.

Those men who must travel on or through
campus during curfew hours must be
accompanied by two women in order to
demonstrate that they are not threatening.

Provisions have been made for men who
need to be escorted home. Contact your
BYU ward Relief Society Presidencies
any time.         ~

This VOICE flyer was distributed on the BYU
campus and drew national attention.

IN RESPONSE to campus signs
warning women not to walk
alone at night, one group of BYU
women protested that men walk-
ing alone--not women--were
the problem.

VOICE: BYU’S Committee to
Promote the Status of Women
posted the above flyer around the,
campus. At a rally the group an-
nounced that they wanted every
Thursday to be a curfew for un-
escorted BYU men.

VOICE members became
upset when BYU’S Daily Universe
advised women to take
responsibility for their own
safety and avoid such behavior as
walking alone at night on cam-
pus. VOICE protested the im-
plication that only women are
responsible for combating rape
and sexual violence. When the
Universe wouldn’t grant space in
the paper’s editorial section for
the group to discuss their per-
spective, VOICE resorted to dis-
tributing the flyer.

"I want to be able to walk
wherever I want, without being

attacked," VOICE
member Jill Thomp-
son told the Salt Lake
Tribune.

The protest ig-
nited a controversy
on campus and
brought    national
media attention as
numerous news-
papers carried story.
Calls began pouring
in.    Even    Phil
Donahue explored
the possibility of hav-
ing VOICE represen-
tatives on his show--
until he learned that
their curfew proposal
was only to make a
point about gender
discrimination and
was not a serious de-
mand. Other media

engagements, including appear-
ances on national talk shows, are
being negotiated.

On campus, the number of
women reporting incidences of
violence against women have in-
creased, and other campus
women’s groups, as well as men,
have been discussing the topic.

All in all, the incident capped
a year of discussion of women’s
issues on campus. The Universe
has featured numerous articles
and essays, and there has been a
debate among women as to who
is a feminist and who isn’t. The
televised accusations of Anita
Hill against Judge Clarence
Thomas, closely preceding the
VOICE protest, probably gave
the incident more importance.

Long-time observers of BYU
student life and LDS women’s is-
sues note that although the inci-
dent did not ignite the current
discussion of feminist issues, it
does indicate how widespread
the feminist undercurrent is on
campus and ho~v it is becoming
more activist if not radicalized. ~

UPDATE

ELDER DUNN APOLOGIZES FOR
INACCURACIES

THE 26 OCTOBER 1991 LD5 Church News printed, with a
one-sentence introduction, the following open letter from Elder Paul
H. Dunn concerning the inaccuracies in his talks, which
undoubtedly include his war and baseball exaggerations .that were
first reported by the Arizona Republic on 16 February 1991 and later
discussed in the September SUNSTONE.
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE MEMBERS OF THE CHURCH

Elder Paul H. Dunn has requested of the First Presid-
ency and Quorum of the Twelve the opportunity to send an
open letter to the members of the Church. His letter fol-
IOV~S;

October 23, 1991
I have been accused of various activities unbecoming a

member of The Church of_Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
I confess that I have not always been accurate in my

public talks and writings. Furthermore, I have indulged in
other activities inconsistent with the high and sacred office
which I have held.

For all of these I feel a deep sense of remorse, and ask
forgiveness of any whom I may have offended.

My brethren of the General Authorities, over a long
period of time, have conducted in-depth investigations of
the charges made against me. They have weighed the evi-
dence. They have censured me and placed a heavy penalty
upon me.

I accept their censure and the imposed penalty, and
pledge to conduct my life in such a way as to merit their
confidence and full fellowship.

In making these acknowledgements, I plead for the
understanding of my brethren and sisters throughout the
Church and give assurance of my deterrnination so to live
as to bring added respect to the cause I deeply love, and
honor to the Lord who is my Redeemer.

Sincerely,
Paul H. Dunn

Eider Dunn’s letter led all three Salt Lake local "IV news broadcasts
and was reported in the Deseret News and the Salt Lake Tribune, which
attempted to explain the letter’s meanings. According to some, other
"inconsistent" activities Elder Dunn mentioned may include his
questionable association with business schemes such as Grant
Afflect’s AFCO, his endorsements of products., and his inaccurate tax
documents.

Elder Dunn’s statement that for a "long period of time" Church
leaders "conducted in-depth investigations" of his actions appears to
contradict last February’s First Presidency statement responding to
the Arizona Republic story that it had "no ,way of fully or finally
verifying the accuracy or inaccuracy" of the allegations.

Church spokesperson Don LeFevre told the Deseret News that the
nature of Eider Dunn’s penalty is "an internal matter, and we don’t
discuss such matters" publicly. Penalties the Church can impose on
Saints range from informal disciplines such as probation to formal
actions such as disfellowshipment or excommunication. A probation
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may restrict or suspend a member’s privileges, such as public speak-
ing, partaking of the sacrament, or holding Church office. It also
requires specific steps for repentance, including in some cases public
confession of wrongdoing. In the October 1991 general conference
Apostle Neal A. Maxwell said: ~’All sins are to be confessed to the
Lord, some to the offended, and some to a Church official. A few may
require public confession."

BYU sociology department chair Lynn England told the Salt Lake
Tribune, "What pleases me is that Elder Dunn finally admitted his
misdeeds. This makes it possible for us [church members] to forgive
him because it puts his actions on a totally different plane."

Daniel Rector at the 1991 Sunstone Christmas party with
Sunstone trustee Marie Cornwall (l@ and former 5UNSTONE

publisher/editor Peggy Fletcher 5tack.

5UNSTONE HIRES REPLACEMENT
FOR PUBLISHER

EARLY LAST fall, Daniel H. Rector announced that he was stepping
down as president of the Sunstone Foundation and publisher of
SUNSTONE magazine to pursue other business interests. Rector will
continue working with Sunstone on a part-time basis as president of
the Sunstone Development Board.

After a search involving several serious and well-qualified candi-
dates, the Sunstone Foundation Board of Trustees hired Linda Jean
Stephenson to replace Rector in the re, titled position of the co-exec-
utive director of the foundation and publisher of the magazine.
Currently, Stephenson is employed as the special events director for
the Meredith Design Group in New York City, which publishes
Metropolitan Home, Traditional Home, and Country House. Since grad-
uating from BYU in 1978 with a communications degree in advertis-
ing and marketing, Stephenson has primarily worked in Manhattan
in advertising, sales, marketing, promotion, and event planning. She
will join the Sunstone staff in mid-January 1992.

Elbert Eugene Peck continues as co-executive director of the
foundation and editor of SUNSTONE magazine.

POLYGAMOUS MARSHAL
CHALLENGES DECERTIFICATION

COLORADO CITY’S deputy marshal, Samuel Barlow, has filed a
lawsuit to stop proceedings to revoke his peace-officer status because
he is a polygamist. He says the proceedings violate his constitutional
rights to privacy and religious freedom. In December 1987, the
Arizona Law Enforcement Officer Advisory Council notified Barlow
it intended to consider revoking his certification because he had
"openly admitted the practice of polygamy." Under state law, a
municipality must dismiss an officer who has been &certified by the
council. Council standards for revocation include "any conduct or
pattern of conduct that would tend to disrupt, diminish, or otherwise
jeopardize public trust and fidelity" in the law-enforcement profes-
sion. In the suit, Barlow claims that his religious beliefs and practices
were known when he first was hired in law enforcement in 1968 and
that he works among people who share his religious beliefs.

ACLU MIXES RELIGION WITH POLITICS

MICHELE PARISH, Utah director of the American Civil Liberties
Union, asked the legislative redistricting committee to consider
religion when it draws up new voting districts for elected state offices
this fall to compensate for underrepmsentation of non-LDS and
inactive LDS populations. Parish produced a map based on research
by the University of Utah Research Center that identified areas where
the majority of residents are non-LDS, active LDS, and
non-LDS/inactive LDS. She cited the Voting Rights Act of 1982 which
directed legislatures to create districts dominated by a minority
population where possible. Parish acknowledged that the act was
aimed primarily at racial and ethnic groups, but said there‘ was a
precedent for protecting a religion in a case brought to a federal court
by a Jewish organization that claimed it was disenfranchised by
district boundaries. Citing Utah’s constitutional separation of church
and state interests, the committee refused to hear Parish’s
presentation.

PRESIDENT VISITS SALT LAKE CITY
THIS SEPTEMBER George Bush made his first visit to Utah since he
became president of the United States.
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ONE FOLD

MEGACHURCHES TARGET BABY BOOMERS

MEGACHURCHES ARE the hottest thing in Protestantism, reports
the Wall Street Journal. While most Protestant denominations are in
slow but steady decline, megachurches are springing up across the
country. Drawing average crowds of 2,000 or more on Sundays,
megachurches offer as much in the way of activities and
entertainment as they do religion. The Christianity they promote is
mostly conservative and to-the-point, stripped of most of the old
hymns, liturgy, and denominational dogma that tend to bore the
video generation.

Most megachurches are primarily designed for a generation un-
versed in theology, essentially nonsectarian and unsentimental about
the old neighborhood church. Megachurch attenders are pragmatic
and pressed for time, and they care passionately about amenities and
services--spotless nurseries, convenient parking, dazzling entertain-
ment. Not only do such churches seat 6,000 for religious services,
some, like Houston’s Second Baptist Church, also provide space to
do aerobics, lift weights, shoot pool, eat lunch, or catch a Broadway-
style show with a religious message. According to management
consultant Peter Drucker, "large pastoral churches are the healthiest
social institutions in this country right now." He adds that the
megachurches ask, "What do these people want that we can give?"
rather than, "How can we preserve our denominational distinctive-
ness, our doctrines?"

Many megachurches intentionally create a secular feel. They avoid
crosses and steeples and build lobbies with information centers,
atriums, fountains, and restaurants. Rev. H. Edwin Young, pastor at
Second Baptist, says he envisioned a place where "a totally godless,
secular person can come.., and not feel threatened."

Many religious experts think that megachurches are remaking the
U.S. Protestant religious landscape. Rev. Lyle Schaller, a United
Methodist minister and renowned church consultant, says the mega-
church represents one of the "most significant changes taking place
in American Protestantism in the second half of the 20th century."
Robert Buford, chair of Leadership Network, asserts, "There’s more
similarity between a large Presbyterian, Catholic, Methodist, or even

a nondenominational charismatic Church than there is between any
of them and a small church in the same denomination."

One key to the success of megachurches is the creation of smaller-
support communities of about ten people which meet about twice a
month. Countering the possibility of alienation, these small faith,
study, and support groups minister to each other. George Gallup Jr.
observed, "At a time of acute loneliness and fragmented families in
our society, small support groups serve as a powerful antidote to
these social ills" and are "a vital tool of spiritual growth."

But even with small pastoral groups, the lack of intimacy in
congregations 6,000 strong turns some people away. Some the-
ologians are also troubled by the megachurch phenomenon. Fisher
Humphreys, a professor of theology at Samford University’s Beeson
Divinity School in Birmingham, Alabama, worries that mega-
churches dwell too much on the individual’s personal needs and not
enough on spirituality and community service. Of Second Baptist’s
$12.1 million annual budget, $21,000 is set aside to feed local poor
people. About $500,000 goes to various missionary endeavors. Just
over $1 million is spent on televising church services. (Wall Street
Journal, Emergtng Trends)

JEWS, CHRISTIANS WORSHIP AT HOME

INCREASING NUMBERS of Jews and Christians are choosing to
worship with friends informally at home in a quest for intimacy in a
world of big schools, big shopping mails, big churches, and big
synagogues, reports the New York Times. Most people involved don’t
quit their church or synagogue, and they remain active members. But
many say that they occasionally choose to stay home in an
environment that encourages spontaneity, egalitarianism, and
intimacy. The groups are usually limited to no more than a dozen
adults. In almost every case, participants bring food for a communal
meal intended to reinforce the religious bond that people share.
Some groups meet during regular worship hours; others meet on
weeknights to avoid conflict with regular services. Most participants
praise the practice saying they are free to share their feelings and
concerns openly and honestly, receiving strong support and succor
from the other members of the group. (New York Times)
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MORMON MEDIA IMAGE

LIBERAL5 PUBLISH, STAY WITH FAITH

AN EVER-INCREASING number of liberal Mormon believers are
publishing articles and essays about tEeir faith in forums aimed at
Mormon readership, reports the November 1991 issue of Christianity
Today. Author Charles Carpenter, a :former Mormon and board
member of Ex-Mormons for Jesus, writes that LDS liberal thought
departs from the more uniform thinking encouraged by Church
leaders and, at times, results in tension between the liberal member
and Church leadership. Carpenter quotes Church spokesperson,
Donald LeFevre, who insists, "We have members of our church clear
across the spectrum: from total believers, to middle-of-the-road, to
inactive, to nonbelievers. Is there a place for them in the church? Of
course there is." Carpenter writes that although many liberals hold
unorthodox views, most remain :in the Church because they
experience Mormonism "less [as] a body of doctrine than" as "an
entirely separate culture with its own unique world view." He also
notes that liberal Mormons regard their personal spiritual
experiences "as evidence of the tn~thfulness of Mormonism."
Additionally, Carpenter notes, many unorthodox thinkers remain in
the faith because they hold an "unbiblical view of sin and God’s
judgment." They believe that if they are good, moral people, God
will be just; therefore, they don’t feel a need to look elsewhere.

WILSON QUARTERLY FEATURES
MORMON HISTORY

THE COVER STORY of the Spring 1991 Wilson Quarterly (published
by the Smithsonian Institution’s Woodrow Wilson International Cen-
ter for Scholars) featured "The Mormons’ Progress" by British jour-
nalist Malise Ruthen, which sketched ~:he historical and theological
development of Mormonism. Ruthen’s l~,enerally balanced article was
obviously informed by the best of the New Mormon History. It
covered the sticky issues in early Mormonism--nineteenth-century
parallels in the Book of Mormon, the clannish LDS polity, and
polygamy--and noted how within a century Mormonism has almost
completely converted to "All-Americanism." The article hosted seve-
ral sidebars excerpted from other publications, a bibliographic essay
by Jan Shipps, and a personal essay on "Mormonism and Feminism?"
by former SUNSTONE editor Peggy Fletcher Stack, who concluded:
"It is precisely my Mormon desire 1:o reform the world into a
’kingdom’ that makes me chafe at the typical Mormon view of
women: it is my Mormon optimism that makes me believe that
change, even heroic change, is possible. Indeed, it is my Mormonness
that makes me a feminist and makes it hurt to be one."

A MEXICO MIX-UP?
THE FOLLOWING curious, brief notice appeared in The News, a
Mexico City English language newspaper:

CHURCH MEMBERS FIGHT
PUEBLA~Two people were wounded Thursday during a con-

frontation between Catholics and Mormons in the Izucar de Ma-
tamoras Municipality, Marcelino Corona, sacristan for the Izucar de
Matamoras Church, said Thursday.

The dispute broke out when the Mormons began protesting a
religious procession of the Catholics do,am the town’s main streets in
honor of the Virgin Mary, Corona said.

COLUMNISTS RESPOND TO HAPPY VALLEY
ALTHOUGH MONEY magazine recently rated Utah’s Provo the most
livable city in the United States, at least two national columnists,
having checked out the site for themselves, declared serious
reservations about the "liveability" of Utah Valley.

Robin Givhan, of Knight-Ridder Newspapers, warned, "Don’t
arrive in late August without a hotel reservation." "Kids don’t arrive
alone at Brigham Young. They arrive with parents and siblings; this
is a family town, and folks travel in packs."

She noted that entertainment, culture, and athletics center around
BYU, and that the strong LDS influence means several things: "no
alcohol, no caffeine, no smoking, lots of children." In practical terms,
she said that meant the "no-smoking sections are large, and the coffee
is lousy."

Changing tone, Givhan reported that even though everyone is
friendly and everyone smiles, "walking around Provo is like strolling
through the fictional Stepford. Everybody has the same expression (a
smile), the same personality (helpful), and the same background
(Anglo-Saxon). A little diversity would be nice."

She reported that local LDS people said Church values "make this
a great place to live." "But," she noted, "those who aren’t LDS say that
often they feel like outsiders because so much revolves around the
church."

"So what if this is supposed to be: the best place in America to
live?" Givhan asked. "There’s something a little weird about living in
an area known as ’happy valley’ "

In a more playful tone, the Chicago Tribune’s Mike Royko admitted,
"The luggage was packed, and I was ready’ to call the furniture
movers," after he read about Provo’s ranking. He fantasized about
trading "the crime, social strife, potholes and nerve-jangling noise of
Chicago" for Provo’s "fine schools; plenty of clean, high-tech jobs;
affordable homes; little crime; honest policitians; and decent folk for
neighbors."

Then he realized Money magazine hadn’t mentioned the number
of taverns in the town. Royko gamely called the Provo-Orem Cham-
ber of Commerce and was told by "a pleasant young man" that the
two cities sported one tavern. The young man told Royko, however,
that the tavern was "in kind of a run-down part of town, and it’s not
a nice place."

At this point, Royko’s "wanderlust began to subside."
He called the bar and learned from the cook that the place did

exist even if they had to fight to stay open. She said that the police
waited outside to ticket patrons who left the bar and got in their cars
to drive home. She also said the city had clamped down on the
scantily clad dancers, mud wrestling, and hot oil wrestling that the
tavern had promoted.

"After talking to her, I decided to unpack," Royko confessed.

LITERATURE BY THE TOPIC
Wealth of Inspiration Series of Quotation Sets

Tremendous time-saver in your study & research!
133 inspirational, motivational, general religious topics
Uncommon LDS literature included; 5 pages per set

For price rates & index for more than 500 quote sets, write t~:

LLOYD’S LITERARY SERVICE
P.O. Box 1542, DeRidder, LA 70634 (318) 463-2063

Books available (prices include postage/handling):
1.001 Humorisms Price: $6.50Creative Insights for Daily Living Price $8.00
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SUNSPOTS

CINEPRAY
NEXT SUNDAY’S double feature at the drive-in could be David and
Goliath, or Samson and Delilah. Through the efforts of Twin Falls’
First Christian Church, the Motor-Vu Drive Inn Theater is trans-
formed into the Magic Valley Drive-In Church at 8 a.m. every
summer Sunday.

The Rev. John Parish of First Christian describes the weekly
gathering as a "rare and unusual type of worship service." Certainly,
the pulpit and portable organ perched atop the theater snack bar are
unique.

The service generally draws 20 to 25 cars. Church-goers listen to
the Protestant non-denominational service via speakers placed on the
car doors. Rev. Parish says the drive-in church is "moderately success-
ful." "The informal setting is designed to attract ranchers and tour-
ists," said Parish, who advertises; the church by tacking up notes in
motel lobbies and placing newspaper, radio, and television ads.

BAPTISTS WARNED TO AVOID SALT LAKE
THOUSANDS OF Southern Baptists will gather in Salt Lake City in
1998 despite warnings from an anti-Mormon publication saying that
Baptists, "unschooled in Mormon doctrine," will be converted by
well-trained Mormon missionaries.

Editors of The Evangel, published in Oklahoma by Utah Missions
Inc., want the Southern Baptist Convention to rethink its decision.

"While no doubt many messengers [Southern Baptist delegates]
will ’just say no,’ experience shows that far too many, in trying to
witness to the missionaries, will themselves become hooked by the
deceptive [Mormon] message," Evangel editor Robert McCay wrote
in an editorial in the magazine’s July-August issue.

In the September issue, however, incoming editor Michael H.
Reynolds maintains the convention should meet in Salt Lake in 1998
because meeting in Salt Lake will show support to Southern Baptists
who live in Utah. He added that since the conference doesn’t meet
until 1998, Baptists will have time to prepare.

Herb Hollinger, vice-president for the Baptist Press, told the Salt
Lake Tribune, "In every place we go for our annual meeting, we do
quite a bit of visitation and witnessing on our own, so there will be a
well-coordinated effort to share ~he gospel as we understand it with
people in Salt Lake City while we are there."

AN ANTI-MORMON "TROY]AN" HORSE

THE AUGUST 1991 issue of Sandra andJerald Tanner’s Salt Lake City
Messenger devotes ten of its fifteen pages detailing the unmasking of
Darrick Evenson (alias Troy Lawrence) as a spy in their
"anti-Mormon" organization. The most interesting aspect of the
article was how the Tanners found out that their volunteer Troy was
really Evenson. Upon discovery, Evenson admitted to having been a
similar Trojan Horse to infiltrate the New Age movement and the
Masons to discredit those organizations. He is quoted as saying he
plans to do the same with the Carbolics and Jehovahg Witnesses.

OXYMORMONS
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